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A BIT OF HISTORY ...

1800    Trade losing interest in the Mediterranean

1839    Felice Antonio Cosulich call Isambard Kingdom 
           Brunel to manage its fleet 

1859   Cosulich finance the project for the construction 
           of the Suez Canal 

1870   Cosulich have the monopoly of world maritime 
           trade 



A BIT OF HISTORY ...

1874    Felice Antonio Cosulich dies and his son,  
            Emanuele II, replacing him and takes the                         
            control of the company

1949    William Cosulich was elected as the office of   
            Doge of Venice 

1950     The dominance of maritime trade is in crisis 
             from a new way of transport: ha airplane. 
             Now the decline of the shipping company 
             begins

1952     William Cosulich decides to incorporate the 
             Venetian Republic in the shipping company.
             William Cosulich establishing a dictatorial 
             regime with the restriction of freedom 
             thought and bans the people's aggregation. 
             A group of enlightened citizens of Venice,   
             secretly, tries to resist developing a system  
             to organize a reactionary movement to  
             restore peace and freedom in Venice.



the service
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The service allow the users, enlightened citizen of the dictatorial Venice, to congregate 
themselves secretly, in order to plan a way to take back tha democracy and the freedom of 
speech in the city.

the service
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The service allow the users, enlightened citizen of the dictatorial Venice, to congregate 
themselves secretly, in order to plan a way to take back tha democracy and the freedom of 
speech in the city.
Below there is an introduction of the system flow.

the service
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how to be a user
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The service is passed from user to user throuth an issue of trust.
The new user use a trial version of the service for a while.

users flow
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users flow
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The service is passed from user to user throuth an issue of trust.
The new user use a trial version of the service for a while.
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use flow

secret
meeting

The service is passed from user to user throuth an issue of trust.
The new user use a trial version of the service for a while.

secret
meeting

user
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the metaphore
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CONVERSATION == BUBBLE SOAP

APPEARS: 

GROWN UP: 

CHANGE COLOR: 

DISAPPEAR: 

MOOD: engaging, secret, reliability, sovversive

metaphore

A new conversation between people starts

The conversation become larger whan a new user are adding in.

In relationship with the general mood of the discussion, the color 
could be soft when the conversation is easy and relaxing, or red 
when the conversation is going to be angry.

The conversation ends.
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how it works
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THE SPEECH RECOGNIZER ...

The system reconize the user’s speech, analyze it, and share some important words through 
the system. These words are the tags the system choose in order to let the other users 
knows the speech’s topic. This will be a kind of rapresentation of a speech by tags.

how it works
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THE SPEECH RECOGNIZER ...

The system reconize the user’s speech, analyze it, and share some important words through 
the system. These words are the tags the system choose in order to let the other users 
knows the speech’s topic. This will be a kind of rapresentation of a speech by tags.
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EXAMPLE OF A SPEECH RECOGNIZER ...

I would like to go to visit the Venice Biennale of Art because I like art and I am interested
on see the works of artists about the topic “Making worlds”.
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EXAMPLE OF A SPEECH RECOGNIZER ...

I would like to go to visit the Venice Biennale of Art because I like art and I am interested
on see the works of artists about the topic “Making worlds”.

I would like to go to visit the Venice Biennale of Art because I like art and I am 
interested on see the works of artists about the topic “Making worlds”.
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EXAMPLE OF A SPEECH RECOGNIZER ...

I would like to go to visit the Venice Biennale of Art because I like art and I am interested
on see the works of artists about the topic “Making worlds”.

I would like to go to visit the Venice Biennale of Art because I like art and I am 
interested on see the works of artists about the topic “Making worlds”.

like to go - Venice Biennale of Art - interested - works - artists - Making worlds
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EXAMPLE OF A SPEECH RECOGNIZER ...

I would like to go to visit the Venice Biennale of Art because I like art and I am interested
on see the works of artists about the topic “Making worlds”.

I would like to go to visit the Venice Biennale of Art because I like art and I am 
interested on see the works of artists about the topic “Making worlds”.
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EXAMPLE OF A SPEECH RECOGNIZER ...

I would like to go to visit the Venice Biennale of Art because I like art and I am interested
on see the works of artists about the topic “Making worlds”.

I would like to go to visit the Venice Biennale of Art because I like art and I am 
interested on see the works of artists about the topic “Making worlds”.
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SENDING TAGS ...

The system ask the user to send or not the tags related to his conversation.
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SENDING TAGS ...

The system ask the user to send or not the tags related to his conversation.
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SENDING TAGS ...

The system send to the service the tag of the discussion, in order to let the other users 
know that you’re talking about that specific topic.
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SENDING TAGS ...

The system send to the service the tag of the discussion, in order to let the other users 
know that you’re talking about that specific topic.
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SHARE THOUGHTS ...

Once the tags has been sent, the others users can see in their mobile phone that you’re 
talking about a topic.

ART
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MEET PEOPLE ...

Tapping on a bubble, the service show to the user where to reach the people who are 
involved in that conversation, in order to take part of it.

ART
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alarm

POLICE

SPIES

Wether a user see a policeman, he can provide to the other 
users, using the service, the position of the policeman in the 
map, in order to go far to him immediately and keep the 
secret.

Sometimes could happens that some conversions go out of 
the secret’s system. In this case the users suppose that there 
are a spy.
The system check the topics of the user’s conversation and 
identify the person who talked about that specific topic.
So, probably that is the spy. 
The system leaves to the spy the perception that nothing is 
changing but in the reality the service pilot the information 
sent to the spy in order to stand-by it while the spy will be a 
necessity for a system.
Also, the system send an alarm to the other users to let they 
know who is the spy.

HACKER
If a user use the service near to a free WI-FI gateway the 
system could be intercept his conversation by hackers.
The user have to be careful on where he uses his mobile  
phone.
The system show an interception allarm and close all the 
connections between users.

SYSTEM THREATS 
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alarm
HACKER

If a user use the service near to a free WI-FI gateway the 
system could be intercept his conversation by hackers.
The user have to be careful on where he uses his mobile  
phone.
The system show an interception allarm and close all the 
connections between users.

HACKER

SYSTEM THREATS 
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alarm
POLICE

Wether a user see a policeman, he can provide to the other 
users, using the service, the position of the policeman in the 
map, in order to go far to him immediately and keep the 
secret.

ART

SYSTEM THREATS 
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alarm
SPY

Sometimes could happens that some conversions go out of 
the secret’s system. In this case the users suppose that there 
are a spy.
The system check the topics of the user’s conversation and 
identify the person who talked about that specific topic.
So, probably that is the spy. 
The system leaves to the spy the perception that nothing is 
changing but in the reality the service pilot the information 
sent to the spy in order to stand-by it while the spy will be a 
necessity for a system.
Also, the system send an alarm to the other users to let they 
know who is the spy.

TAG

SYSTEM THREATS 
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APPLICATION VIEWS

TAGS

USERS

views

We can use the service in “CONVERSATION MODE” 
in order to discover the discussion presents and take
part of them, start a conversation and see the mood
of all the conversation in relationship to their color.

We can use the service in “USER MODE” wether we
want to have more information about users: what
topics he prefers and what is the general mood on
a conversation, in relationship to his color.
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profile USER PROFILE

In the USER MODE the tags has been sent, the others users can see in their mobile phone 
that you’re talking about a topic.

ART

BLACK 
KNIGHT

Activity status in the system

new 
user

medium 
user

top 
user
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flow chart
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USER
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visualize “tags mode”
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service consultation



RECORDING
SPEECH

screen flow
START A CONVERSATION AND SEND THE TAGS
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DISCOVER CONVERSATIONS AND MEET OTHER ADEPTS SECRETLY

ADEPTS

screen flow

ARTART
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= LOCATION OF THE CONVERSATION



ALARM: A USER PUT IN THE MAP THE POSITION OF A POLICEMAN

ADEPTS

screen flow

ART
ART

ART
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= POLICEMAN



ALARM: THE SYSTEM RECOGNIZES A SPY AND PUT HIS POSITION IN THE MAP

ADEPTS

screen flow

ART ART
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= SPY



ALARM: THE SYSTEM HAS BEEN INTERCEPTED BY AN HACKER

ADEPTS

screen flow
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HACKER
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COLLAPSE
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screens SOME APPLICATION SCREENS
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screens SOME APPLICATION SCREENS
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IxD Lab 1 - Project focusing - Alberto Moro, Daniele Muscella                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

the end

Thank you, adepts!


